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Background
Among the different quantum computing approaches, quantum annealing is one of the
most promising in the short term, since the first proposal of quantum annealing from
Kadowaki and Nishimori in 1998 [1]. In fact, Quantum technology is currently preferentially
used to solve combinatorial optimization problems such as, for example, portfolio
management, scheduling challenges, optimization, etc. These problems are usually
formulated as QUBO (Quadratic Unconstrained Binary Optimization) problems [2], which
allows them to be solved very efficiently.
These types of models are used in quantum annealing (based on superconducting circuit,
such as D-Wave systems [3]) and digital annealing (based on digital circuits, such as
Fujitsu Digital Annealer [4]). It should be noted that, in addition to D-Wave and Fujitsu,
the annealing approach increasingly highlights the proposals of IARPA [5], NEC [6] and
Qilimanjaro [7].
However, quantum annealing development platforms do not offer user-friendly interfaces
for the definition of annealing problems. In fact, much of the existing research in the field
of quantum annealing has focused on the needs of the quantum physicist or the quantum
mathematician [8] but has not considered the needs of the quantum software developer
[9].
In this paper we present a solution to this problem, the Q Assets Compositor™, which is
part of QPath® [10], a quantum software development platform to support the design,
implementation, and execution of quantum software applications. It is based on a hybrid
model for the construction of services that abstract quantum technology without having to
worry directly about the manufacturers’ platforms and their requirements. QPath®
rigorously applies the principles of quantum computing and programming, the good
practices in Quantum Software Engineering and Programming [11] and, of course, the
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requirements defined by manufacturers for their ecosystems. So that QPath guaranties
truly agnostic quantum software development, the compatibility with the ecosystems of
different quantum providers, and full and ongoing interoperability with them.

Presentation
The Q Assets Compositor™ facilitates the definition and execution of annealing algorithms
in both quantum annealing and digital annealing.
Once all the parameters, variables and rules have been defined through a special intuitive
and user-friendly interface, see Figure 1, the systems proceed to compilation and
transpilation.

Figure 1.- Interface of QPath´s Q Assets Compositor™ for annealing.

The compilation of the solution, according to a specific syntax, produces a representation
that formalize the problem. The transpilation of the metalanguage to Python generates the
necessary artifacts, modules, and code to be executed into the final hardware.
QPath® transparently creates all the assets that are needed to the execution, taking care
about all the things needed to create complete modules that covers the business layers
needs. We chose in the runtime dashboard the specific quantum machine or simulator
that acts as an annealing solver.
We are convinced that quantum computing offers us the possibility of initiating a new
software engineering golden age [12, 13]; but to achieve this, it is necessary to devise
techniques and tools that support the software engineer's task of defining quantum
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applications. We think that the QPath´s Q Assets Compositor™ is an important step in
this direction.
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